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ALWAYS READY… 
Pastor Hutchins    COC   Tuesday, July 6,21 

 
I. I TRUST ALL OF YOU HAVE HAD A     
  WONDERFUL, FUN-FILLED & HAPPY 
  4TH OF JULY WEEKEND —   
 A. On campus, this past weekend, we had an  
    exceptional time of gathering, loving,     
    celebrating, & worshipping together —  
 B. Here are a few pictures of our weekend -  
 C. Let's Pray —— 
 D. As we Kickoff our Study, we're exploring 
    a Universe of Text that spans Paul's     
    Letter to the Romans & Peter's Letter to 
    the Jewish Christians who were scattered 
    among the Roman Provinces of Asia     
    Minor —   
 E. In Romans, Paul, like the experienced    
    attorney he was, makes his case —  
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 F. He presents the case for the Gospel       
   clearly, forthrightly, & extraordinarily - 
 G. Although he has never been to Rome, he  
    introduces himself & makes clear his     
    declaration of faith to his brothers &       
    sisters in Italy —  
 H. Paul, have explained what it means to live 
    in complete submission to Jesus Christ,   
    begins to conclude his letter by addressing 
    spiritual gifts to serve others (ch. 12), &   
    being Good Citizens, (ch.13), —  
  1. And then, he writes of a Freedom that    
    must be guided by love to build up one   
    another in the faith, being sensitive to & 
    helpful for, those who are weak (ch.14)  
 I. Tonight, I want to look at Paul's address in 
   Romans 14 in relationship w/ Peter's     
   address, specifically at I Peter 3:15 — 
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II. PAUL IS WRITING TO THE ROMANS 
   REGARDING THE GOSPEL & IT'S    
   AGILITY TO MOVE FROM ONE      
   CULTURE TO ANOTHER —— 
 A. Paul is answering an important question in 
    a dialogical apologetic form —  
  1. The Question is: When the Gospel of    
    Jesus Christ (our Christian faith) moves   
    from one culture to another culture, is it   
    required to keep all of the cultural customs 
    from the culture from which it is         
    transported? 
   a. Or, can it adopt the new culture?  
   b. What is acceptable & what is         
      unacceptable if this happens? 
 B. For ex:, The Early Church, everyone was 
    a follower of Jesus, they loved Jesus, they 
    believed in Jesus, & they wanted others to 
    believe & to follow Him —  
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 C. They knew that Jesus was/is God —  
  1. They knew that Jesus came down from   
    heaven,  
   a. He entered a nation called Israel,  
   b. He entered into a culture that was      
     Hebrew, 
   c. Jesus spoke the Hebrew language, 
   d. Jesus celebrated Jewish holidays, 
   e. He ate the Jewish food,  
   f. He was a Jewish Hebrew man, that's    
     how He lived His life.  
   g. As a result, most of the first Christians  
     were all Jewish —  
   h. And then, the Gospel of Good News    
     begins to move to the Gentiles, the non- 
     Jewish culture, & this is to whom Paul 
     is writing as he rushes toward the City   
     of Rome —  
   i. Rome was a city that was largely non-   
     Jewish ——  
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    j. So, the question comes up, "do we need  
     to do everything that the Jewish people  
     did or do we get to do things our way?"    
    i. Do we have freedom?  
    ii. Do we have any Liberty?  
    iii. Do we have any independence?  
 D. To this incredibly important set of        
    questions, Paul writes with the         
    excellencies of love —  
 E. There are three ways when The Gospel    
    moves from one culture to another that    
    Christianity can determine how it should  
    proceed —  
 F. #1: There is Colonialism — that's where  
   Christianity takes over culture —  
  1. This is so important, because this is the   
    arena in which we take on religious      
    practices that leave us with little freedom, 
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    little independence, & little liberty in the  
    areas that are cultural —  
  2. #2 - When Culture takes over Christianity  
   a. Where this happens, there is compromise 
      — this is happening right now among   
     Christian households — 
  3. It's nothing more than a great falling     
    away, a generational apostasy, & that's  
    when Christianity goes into a culture, &  
    what the Bible says & what the culture   
    believes are different.  
   a. This is where people who are Christians 
     say, we want to be Christians but we   
     believe that we must put culture over  
     the Bible —  
    i. Christians putting Culture over the    
      Bible.  
    ii. And, where Culture disagrees with the  
      Bible then we edit & revise the Script. 
      until it can accommodate culture —  
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    iii. This is nothing new —  
    iv. This discussion was taking place in the 
       early days of the Church — (1 Cor.)  
  4. When Culture & Script. disagree, God   
    expects His people to repent of their    
    culture & receive His Word, which     
    produces a new Kingdom culture —  
  5. So Paul, sets out to make the Case that we 
    should not see the Gospel through       
    Colonial eyes — pushing all of our      
    expectations, customs, & rituals, on    
    everyone else — demanding uniformity   
                        (religion)  
   a. Nor should we allow Culture to change 
     Christianity, so that we lose our       
     distinctive Biblical convictions —  
   b. But rather, we should do what all       
     missionaries have to do, we should     
     contextualize the Gospel —  
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III. PETER, IN HIS EPISTLE, SAYS:  
 A. "But sanctify the Lord God in your      
   hearts: & be ready always to give an      
   answer to every man that asks you a      
   reason of the hope that is in you with     
   meekness & reverence (fear): having a    
   good conscience…"    I Peter. 3:15:16a  
 B. That's what we've done at the Church of   
    Champions, we've said, "What is Biblical 
    (Absolutes) & what is Cultural? 
  1. The Biblical Absolutes have to be in us if 
    we are to be Christian, then from there   
    we ask, what are our liberties, our       
    freedoms — that place of independence   
    where God gives liberty to work out our  
    salvation in the context of our cultures.  
 C. This is the premise of how different      
    Christians in different cultures,        
    generations, different nations, with     
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     different languages can all love Jesus & 
    be faithful to the Scripture while also   
    being effective in their culture — 
 D. This is how we do life together & how we 
    behave, & how we get along with one    
    another — this is the heart of how       
    Christian lifestyles function in diversity— 
 E. Notice, Paul declares that the crucible of  
    Christianity & it's uncompromising       
    lifestyle is predicated on the LAW OF    
    LOVE —  
  1. He writes, "12 So then, each of us will   
    give an account of himself to God. 13    
    Therefore let us stop judging one       
    another. Instead, make up your mind not 
    to put any stumbling block or obstacle in 
    your brother's way (tripping him). 14 I   
    am convinced & fully persuaded in the   
    Lord Jesus that nothing is unclean in    
    itself. But if anyone thinks that it is     
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    unclean (regards it as unclean), then for  
    him it is unclean. 15 If your brother is   
    distressed by what you eat, you are no   
    longer acting in love. Do not by your    
    eating destroy your brother, for whom   
    Christ died. 16 Do not allow what you   
    consider good, then, to be spoken of as   
    evil."               Romans 14:12-16  
 F. It's important to note that what Paul is     
   talking about here is not sin, but rather, he's 
   talking about our (man's) opinions.  
  1. Sin is defined by God & He has drawn   
    lines of Judgment around Sin — so that  
    we are not to cross this boundary, other-  
    wise we cross into Sin —  
  2. For Ex: We can't burn someone's business 
    down b/c we disagree with their business  
    practices — That's SIN…  
 F. Paul is not talking about Sin, he's talking  
   about opinions — not primary matters, but 
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   secondary matters, not things that God has 
   forbidden, but things that we have some   
   measure of freedom in — 
 G. Paul told us this previously, when he     
    wrote, "Accept the one whose faith is    
    weak, without quarreling over disputable 
    opinions."    Rom. 14:1 NIV/BereanSB  
 H. Make certain to note that Paul does not   
    use the word opinions to reflect upon the  
    Word of God, God's Word is Fact —    
    these opinions he writes of are man's     
    preferences —  
 I. There is so much Neoplatonism & Secular 
   Humanism that has been introduced into  
   Western Christian theologies, that now   
   we see the full effects of the secularization 
   of religion — a Western Monolithic     
   Movement in which the Symbiosis of     
   Spirituality & Secularity have wed,      
   giving birth to Heresy —   
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 J. Believing Communities — Churches can  
   descend into apostasy on a wide variety of 
   issues.  
  1. Surely, more than a few have fallen for   
    mysticism, & a myriad of other corrupting 
    threats poised against her —  
  2. But there is one Common Thread uniting 
    every person (or group, band of believers) who 
    turn from Truth to Error — that        
    commonality is: they set aside the      
    Authority of God's Word —  
   a. Whenever you meet anyone who has set 
     aside God's Word in favor of holding   
     on to their own opinion, or the opinion  
     of another, that person is walking the   
     most well-worn path to Apostasy. 
  3. Without Truth, we would have no       
    guarantee that God’s wrath has been     
    satisfied.  
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   a. There would be no assurance of faith,  
     no hope of heaven, & no confidence in 
     the promises of God. 
  4. On the other hand, doing away with the   
    Authority of Scripture—or subjugating 
    it to the opinion of men—purposely paves 
    the way for false doctrine & false       
    teachers to infiltrate the flock of God.  
   a. This of course invites theological       
     confusion by elevating the words of     
     fallible men over the inerrant Word of  
     God.  
   b. It is designed to exchange the gospel of 
     grace for a man-centered system of    
     works —  it pollutes the purity of God’s 
     truth, clouding biblical doctrine with  
     superstition, tradition, extra-biblical  
     revelation, & demonic deception. 
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IV. TODAY, PEOPLE SEEM UNSURE &  
   UNCERTAIN OF HOW TO           
   DIALOGUE IN CONVERSATION — 
 A. There is a disconcerting pall that falls over 
    the lips of insecurity when it comes to    
    approaching subjects of delicacy &      
    sensitivity — 
 B. Today, perhaps more than any other time  
   in recent history, have Christians found it  
   difficult to include both truth & love when 
   engaging in difficult spiritual            
   conversations —  
  1. And that has resulted in so timid a witness 
    that people are attempting to live with a   
    non-verbal testimony —   
  2. But we are made overcomers "by the    
    blood of the Lamb, & by the word of our 
    testimony; & they loved not their lives   
    unto the death!"           Rev. 12:11 
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 C. But what does it look like to engage with  
    truth & love on a practical level?  
 D. The entire premise of N. T.             
    Evangelism is to approach all of our     
    neighbors, friends, family, co-workers,    
    citizens, in the "Love of Christ has shed  
    abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost."  
  1. Love is the approach we take before     
    opening our mouths to speak in Truth —  
  2. There are four axis that form a vestibule  
    in which Sacred Conversations can be   
    had — where Difference, Truth,        
    Opinion, & Love all meet in Dialogue —  
  3. These four Guides can help us bring Truth 
    in Love, while navigating conversations  
    with those who see Christianity         
    differently:  
   (1) Ask good questions,  
   (2) listen to understand your conversation  
      partner,  
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   (3) consider your character, &  
   (4) reflect God's heart in every encounter.  

IV. #1: ASK GOOD QUESTIONS —— 
 A. How can we lovingly begin spiritual     
    conversations? 
  1. I've so enjoyed our Alpha Groups & the  
    great ways they help shape us for spiritual 
    conversation —  
  2. One of the things we see today is the     
    importance of not rushing into a        
    conversation to explain the evidence for  
    Christian truth claims, but allow others to 
    share their views first —  
  3. This gives us an opportunity to better     
    understand the other person's spiritual    
    concerns!  
   a. What are their pain points? What are    
     their longings?  
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  4. This, in turn, informs us as to how we can 
    better engender their trust as we discuss   
    our Christian convictions —  
   a. To be an effective witness for Jesus, we 
     must use questions to engage people in a 
     more personal way — 
   b. When we first meet someone, we're not  
     thinking about getting them to the waters 
     of baptism, we're thinking about       
     gathering as much information as we    
     can, because that information is going to 
     inform us as to where we need to look   
     for an opportunity to be God's light! 
  5. When we make small talk, we learn how  
    to discern "opportunities," & it's in those  
    opportunties that the art of the question  
    can open the door — 
   a. One of my priority questions is: "What  
     do you mean by that?"  — 
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   b. G. Koukl recounted in a recent interview 
     how he was making small talk with a    
     lady who was wearing a pentagram,    
     which is most often considered an      
     occultic symbol associated with the     
     occult — he asked her, "Does that      
     jewelry have religious significance?"    
    i. It turns out that she was a witch. But she 
      was happy to talk about her jewelry &  
      her Wiccan convictions because of his  
      pleasant question —  
  6. The first question is meant to find out    
    what a person means — it's going to give 
    you clarity on their point of view.  
  7. But, we also want to know why they hold 
    that point of view —  
   a. We must always remember that the     
     person who makes the claim (of what   
     they believe [opinion] bears the burden  
     of proof.  
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   b. It is that person's responsibility to tell us 
     why we should take that idea seriously.  
   c. It is not our responsibility to           
     immediately respond & try to refute it. 

V. #2: LISTEN TO UNDERSTAND —— 
 A. After asking good questions, the next step 
   is to actively listen to the answer with the  
   desire to minister to the person.  
  1. How did they come to have their beliefs?  
  2. It's right here that we oftentimes miss    
    these all-important answers to our       
    questions due to internal communication  
    noise.  
   a. Internal Communication Noise can     
     include distracting thoughts or listening  
     with the intent to refute challenges.  
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VI. #3: CONSIDER YOUR CHARACTER  
 A. How should we respond when a difficult  
    conversation gets tense?  
 B. Peter writes, "It is better to suffer for     
   doing good, if God wills it, than for doing 
   evil"               1 Peter 3:17, NET  
 C. We must never react with hostility, even in 
    the face of unjust responses.  
  1. As Ambassadors of Christ, the character 
    we display during difficult spiritual      
    conversations must be congruent with the 
    fruit of the Spirit & the way Jesus       
    Himself suffered. 
  2. Our character is representing Jesus to   
    other people — we can show the Gospel  
    to them by responding in ways that they  
    don't deserve — because that's how God  
    responded to us! 
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   a. Every time they are rude to us, we      
     respond in grace because Peter says,    
     "give a defense with gentleness &      
     respect," & to do so, it begins with,     
     "Sanctify Christ as Lord in your       
     hearts."   
    i. Our obedience to Jesus Christ's       
      Lordship is where we find the genesis  
     of our character in holy process.  
   b. When we respond, may we respond in   
     truth, humility, & grace so that all      
     things that make Christ our King will be 
     seen through our response — they will  
     see Him for who He is!  

VII. #4: REFLECT GOD'S HEART —  
 A. We must reflect God's heart for all people 
    & present the Gospel message as a       
    positive one.  
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 B. On the one hand, there is a tension in how  
   the Gospel challenges our beliefs & actions 
 C. On the other hand, it includes an invitation 
    to know & experience God in a personal   
    way.  
 D. Unfortunately, some tend to emphasize    
    what is wrong with society &           
    unintentionally minimize hope we have in 
    Jesus Christ.  
  1. Others seem to portray this hope as an    
    exclusively future reality rather than one  
    that can be present today.  
 E. However, our Christian hope should result 
   in our humble engagement & genuine love 
   for the people we talk to about Jesus & His 
   Word —   
  1. Reflecting God's heart means engaging in 
    difficult spiritual conversations with     
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    gentleness & respect rather than with fear, 
    anger, or resentment.  
  2. Before entering a difficult spiritual       
    conversation, ask Jesus to help you reflect 
    His heart as you minister to your        
    conversation partner.  


